We conducted an experimental investigation of beam combination of two beams by stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) to determine the conditions under which good phase locking, piston conjugation, and aberration correction could be achieved. Test parameters that were varied included bandwidth, f-number, near-and far-field separation between beams, power ratio between beams, beam aberrations, and polarization mismatch between the beams. The experiments were performed at 532 nm with n-hexane as the SS medium. Pistonconjugation accuracy was measured by using fringe stability with conventional interferometry and by using extinction in a wave-front-reversing interferometer. The best piston conjugation was obtained when we maximized the overlap of the SBS interaction volumes of the two beams by minimizing the beam separation in the near and the far fields.
INTRODUCTION
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) not only produces a phase-conjugate beam that can be used to correct system aberrations 3 but also can be used to conjugate piston phase errors in multiple beams. In the SBS beamcombination geometry investigated in these experiments, two nearly parallel input beams are focused into a SBS cell. When the beams intersect in their SBS interaction regions near the focal plane, the acoustic Brillouin field that results is unique to the coherent superposition (including the relative phase) of the two optical beams; this uniqueness permits conjugation of not only the individual wavefronts but also the difference in the piston component of the two phases that would be caused by optical path mismatches. The diagnostics in our experiments measured the wave-front conjugation of each beam, the constancy of the piston phase difference between the two beams (denoted phase locking), and the elimination of the piston phase difference (denoted piston conjugation).
Note that phase locking (obtained in some backseeded SBS geometries, for example) is a necessary but insufficient condition for piston conjugation.
Since the first verification of SBS beam combination by Basov et al. 4 there have been many experimental demonstrations and characterizations of the process. Vasil'ev et al. 5 showed that the maximum allowable angle between two beams coupled by SBS increases with pump power. Vasil'ev et al. 5 and Valley et al. 6 showed that the use of aberrators permits piston conjugation of misaligned beams by ensuring far-field overlap. Various investigators demonstrated the piston conjugation of multiple gain media: Rockwell and Giuliano 7 demonstrated piston conjugation with two Nd:YAG rod amplifiers, Gratsianov et al. ' conjugated piston error in three Nd:glass slabs, and Leontev et al. 9 demonstrated piston conjugation of five Nd:glass rods and seven Nd:YAG amplifiers. Moyer et al.' 0 quantified the requirements for far-field separation for effective piston conjugation as a function of focusingf-number. Here we extend the SBS beam-combination database by reporting the results of tests intended to determine the conditions under which good piston conjugation and aberration correction could be achieved and to identify the underlying phenomena governing the process.
The SBS beam-combination experiments reported here address a number of effects, including the effects of laser bandwidth, f-number, near-field separation (NFS) and far-field separation (FFS) of beams, power ratio between the beams, beam aberrations, and (spatially uniform) polarization mismatch between the beams. In the case of narrow-band pump beams the location of highest SBS gain, called the SBS interaction region, is typically three times the Rayleigh range (established by the focusing fnumber) of the beams. 1 ' A broadband laser reduces the SBS interaction region to an extent comparable with the laser coherence length; as a result, it is correspondingly more difficult to align the input beams to intersect in that region. The use of a broadband laser, therefore, would result in tighter alignment tolerances for the input beams, as is verified in the tests reported here. These tests also determined the effects of the geometry of beam overlap: Separating the beams in the near field reduces the volumetric overlap of the SBS interaction regions of the beams, and separating the beams in the far field moves the intersection point away from the focal plane to less intense regions of the beams. Tests with beams with highly unequal powers were performed; since the SBS interaction region is dependent on beam intensity, mismatched beams would show how changes in the position of the SBS interaction region affect requirements for intersecting the beams. The effects of beam aberrations were investigated to show the relaxation of beam alignment tolerances when the aberrated spot spread enhanced the overlap of the spots near the focal plane. Finally, the effects of the relative polarization state were assessed.
Since orthogonally polarized beams do not interfere, and therefore could not set up a joint Brillouin acoustic field that is sensitive to the relative phase of the beams, it would not be possible to conjugate piston errors between the beams. The tests reported here verify this effect and establish the tolerances for polarization matching. These tests were performed with a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser focusing in n-hexane. The experiment diagnostics measured phase locking, piston error correction, and phase-conjugation fidelity for both single-shot tests and for the development of statistics for large numbers of shots. These diagnostics included a wave-front-reversing interferometer 12 that measured piston error correction and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer that measured both launched and return beams for phase-locking and phaseconjugation fidelity.
EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT AND DIAGNOSTICS
A block diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1 . The output from the Molectron Nd:YAG laser, doubled to 532 nm, was spatially filtered and sent through near-field apertures to clip the resulting rings, yielding a laser pulse with a beam quality near unity (1.1 times the diffraction limit as measured in the far field by the CCD cameras, described below). The apertures were set at a diameter of 6.5 mm. A Glan-Taylor polarizer was used to polarize the beam linearly, and the rejected polarization was sent to a Fabry-Perot interferometer to measure the bandwidth of the launched beam. A beam splitter was used to split the beam into two for coupling in the SBS cell. The main beam splitter was a partial reflector, which was varied for different power ratios between the two beams. It also provided the basis for the wave-front-reversing interferometer described below. Optical path matching to within 1 mm was accomplished with a micrometeradjusted translation stage.
Reflections from the first and the second wedged beam splitters were sent to launched-and return-beam diagnostics, which included joulemeters for measuring the energy of each launched beam, fast photodiodes for temporal profiles of both launched and return beams, Mach-Zehnder interferometers for near-field phase differences between beams in both pairs of launched and return beams (see FF BQ, far-field beam quality. Fig. 2 ) and CCD cameras, which were used to measure the far-field beam quality of the unaberrated and the aberrated launched beams as well as the far-field beam quality of the phase-conjugate SBS return beams (Fig. 1 ). Beam quality was quantitatively measured by comparing the normalized far-field intensity distribution measured by the CCD cameras with the theoretical Airy intensity distribution.
The aberrator plane was relay imaged through both of the Mach-Zehnder interferometers. Fig. 2 . Schematic of the Mach-Zehnder interferometers. Beams 1 and 2 interfere with a spatially filtered beam 2. Piston conjugation was monitored through fringe stability in beam 1. Fig. 1 ). The return-beam energy was computed based on the measured launched-beam energies and the average SBS reflectivity. The SBS cell used was 15 cm long (30 cm for the /160 tests) and filled with n-hexane. We isolated the laser oscillator from the SBS return by ensuring that the round trip was sufficiently long (200 ns) that the 15-20-ns laser pulse ended before the light could return to the laser.
When the SBS return beams recombine at the main wave-front-reversing interferometer beam splitter, the superposition of the two fields results in two beams emerging from the beam splitter: a beam traveling back toward the source laser ( Fig. 3 ) and another beam, here denoted the ghost beam, which is directly related to errors in piston and wave-front conjugation. If the fields of the two SBS return beams (including piston error) were perfectly conjugated, they would constructively interfere in the direction of the source laser and destructively interfere in the direction of the ghost beam. This can be proved analytically be keeping track of phases and phase shifts at the beam-splitter-air interfaces or intuitively by recognizing that the time-reversal property of phase conjugation prohibits the return of a signal when there was no input. Thus perfect wave-front and piston conjugation yields zero power in the ghost beam; measurement of the Stokes return power at this point is a sensitive diagnostic method for detecting errors in the conjugation process. This diagnostic method is also sensitive to other effects, such as power mismatch from differences in the SBS reflectivity of the beams, wave-front mismatch from differences in the conjugation process, phase errors caused by optical path differences in the presence of the SBS frequency shift, 4 beam depolarization, beam misalignment and loss of overlap caused by bench jitter, and stray light resulting from optics scatter. Great care in the quantification and control of these sources of error was required for determination of piston-conjugation error from the wave-front-reversing interferometer.
The relation between ghost-beam energy and piston error is obtained as follows: Start by assuming two uncorrelated fields input to the ghost-beam joulemeter, Al (x, y, t)exp[i4l (x, y, t)] and A 2 (x, y, t)exp[iO 2 (x, y, t)], and define the phase difference (whether wave-front nonuniformity or piston error) o-(x, y, t) between the beams by the relation
(
The total energy E measured at the ghost-beam aperture is
where El and E 2 are the energies of the SBS return beams at the ghost-beam joulemeter. To simplify Eq. (2), we first assume that the average phase difference is time independent. Second, since the temporal profiles of the return beams have the same shape, as indicated by oscilloscope traces, we assume that Al and A 2 have the same functional dependence on t. Third, good conjugation fidelity (<A/20) was observed experimentally for both SBS return beams, so we assume that the most significant phase difference between the two return beams is caused by piston error, which is independent of x and y. Thus cos(2or-) can be brought out of the integral in Eq. (2). Based on the experimental observation of good conjugation fidelity of the SBS return beams and good overlap of the two return beams at the ghost-beam joulemeter, we assume perfect matching of the intensity profiles at the ghost-beam aperture. Thus the integral f(dxdyAlA 2 ) reduces to (ElE 2 ) 112 , and Eq. (2) becomes
Solving for the piston error, o, gives 2,7r
Equation (4) is the relation between ghost-beam energy and piston error. The wave-front-reversing interferometer, while difficult to implement, was the chief diagnostic tool for phase locking and piston conjugation; the simplicity of data recording (a joulemeter) made the interferometer indispensable for statistical analysis of large numbers of SBS beamcombination events. However, because of the assumptions made in arriving at Eq. (4), it is clear that small sources of ghost-beam energy other than piston error (such as wave-front mismatches) would cause a misinterpretation of the data; i.e., a ghost-beam power that indicates an error of A/20 may in fact be due entirely to wave-front nonuniformity. For this reason, to interpret the output of the diagnostics properly, we generated an error budget of quantifiable sources of spurious ghostbeam energy, shown in Table 1 .
Included in Table 1 are the following nonrandom sources of error. First, the conjugation fidelity of each beam was measured to have a rms wave-front error of A/20 (determined with the FRINGE program, briefly discussed in Ref. 13) . Second, the uncertainty of path matching between the two beams was approximately 1 mm, which translates into an error of A/43 in the presence of the Brillouin frequency shift 4 in n-hexane at 532 nm. Third, there was a 3 polarization matching uncertainty between
(2) Fig. 3 . Wave-front-reversing interferometer configuration.
Carroll et al. where E is the energy of one of the beams and 0 is the polarization difference. When this amount of energy is used for the ghost-beam energy in Eq. (4) along with typical values for E 1 and E 2 , the resulting error is approximately A/120. Fourth, scattered light (mostly backscatter from the SBS lens and the glass SBS cell that contains the n-hexane) was measured to contribute typically 0.018-0.024 mJ to the ghost-beam joulemeter reading. When this amount of energy is used for the ghost-beam energy in Eq. (4) along with typical values for El and E 2 , the resulting effective error is approximately A/30. Fifth, hereafter we define good piston conjugation to include shots that have at most A/30 piston error, so a A/30 piston error was included in Table 1 . Since the measured quantity is the ghost-beam energy Eg, which is approximately proportional to the equivalent phase error squared (for phase errors less than A/10), the above equivalent phase shift errors were added as rms quantities, giving a total equivalent phase-shift error of A/l.
In addition, there were some random (statistical) sources of error as a result of the precision of the joulemeters and fluctuations in the SBS reflectivity. The joulemeters were accurate to ±5% of their reading. The return-beam energy was computed based on the measured launched-beam energies and the average SBS reflectivity, which had measurement errors and variances, respectively, of approximately ±15%.
These variations were incorporated into Eq. (4) along with typical values for Eg, El, and E 2 ; the resulting rms sum of the individual contributions are given in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the total piston conjugation error is A/9 (=A/11 + A/58), indicating that any observed ghost-beam phase errors of A/9 or less are not likely to be the result of a piston error of more than A/30, whereas phase errors greater than A/9 are the result of poor piston conjugation. Good piston conjugation then refers to shots that have a ghost-beam phase error of at most A/9.
To verify the consistency of the Mach-Zehnder and the wave-front-reversing interferometers in measurements of phase conjugation and piston conjugation, we made simultaneous measurements of the ghost-beam energy and of fringe movement and straightness of the return beams as measured by the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Figure 4 shows that the two diagnostic methods agreed with each other to within the ±A/10 data-reduction accuracy of Mach-Zehnder fringe movement.
NARROW-BAND EXPERIMENTAL DATA
We conducted experiments on beam coupling with narrow-band input beams to determine the dependence of ( Figure 6 shows SBS reflected power versus input power for both beams.
A. Beam Coupling with No Aberrators
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the ranges of NFS and FFS over which beam coupling can be achieved. Figure 7 shows the beam-coupling geometry with NFS in units of near-field beam diameter (6.5 mm) and FFS in units of the diffraction-limited spot diameter tween the beams; for every 2.44 fringes appearing in the interferometer, the focused spots in the SBS cell were separated by one diffraction-limited spot diameter. Figure 8 shows a graph of beam coupling as a function of NFS versus FFS for the case of unaberrated beams. Beam coupling in Fig. 8 was determined from the ghost beam for a series of 25 consecutive shots (a few 100-shot samples were examined and gave the same results as 25-shot samples). The beam power was 11-17 times threshold. Good piston conjugation was achieved for NFS as large as 3.5. It was also observed that the most relaxed alignment tolerances were obtained at minimum NFS. For the case of unaberrated beams there was a slight tendency toward better coupling when the beams overlapped downstream of focus (for positive FFS); we have observed that this tendency was sensitive to aberrations in the beam. It should be noted that other reports of SBS beam combination (Lyubimov et al., 4 Moyer et al.," 0 and Sternklar et al. 5 ) indicate better performance with upstream overlap.
Statistics of ghost-beam energy measured with the
wave-front-reversing interferometer were taken for 1000 consecutive laser pulses for 4 values of FFS at an NFS of 1.5. Raw data, as reduced by using Eq. (4), are illustrated in Fig. 9 ; the histograms show a representative sample of the falloff in piston conjugation as the FFS was increased. Note that FFS's of 0 and +2 are similar in their distribution. Note also that, although FFS = +3 shows a broader distribution, approximately 85% of the shots are still coupled to within a A/30 piston error (e.g., <A/9 overall, including ghost-beam errors; see Table 1 ). The fact that no shots in Fig. 9 show a piston conjugation of less than approximately A/40 is due to the always-present scattered light ( Table 1 ). The fact that many of the shots for good coupling were observed to have an error of less than approximately A/20 rather than the given nonrandom offset of A/11 stated in Table 1 is probably the result of a combination of factors: First, the wave-front nonuniformities of A/20 for each beam may be working in a destructive way to minimize the ghost beam; second, the piston conjugation error may reduce the path mismatch error in the presence of the SBS frequency shift. Regardless of the cause of many shots' indicating phase errors of less than the nonrandom offset of A/11, any observed ghost-beam phase errors of A/9 or less are not likely to be the result of a piston error of more than A/30, whereas phase errors greater than A/9 are the result of poor piston conjugation.
Beam coupling as a function of vertical separation was 
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-. tested; locking was found to deteriorate rapidly when one of the beams was tilted out of plane instead of laterally. The reason for this loss of coupling is that the threedimensional volumetric overlap between the beams is lost more rapidly when a beam is tilted out of plane than when the beam is merely translated along the other beam. Phase locking was lost when the vertical FFS was +0.5. However, two-dimensional arrays of beams may relax this pointing requirement. This sensitivity to out-of-plane misalignment was also observed by Sternklar et al. 5 As can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9 , the SBS beam combination process is statistically more effective when the beam overlap in the SBS interaction region is maximized.
When two beams have no overlap in the SBS cell, the coupling between them should be completely random because the acoustic waves generated by each beam would not communicate."`' 8 Therefore it is reasonable to expect that there could be some randomness when the beams are weakly overlapped in the SBS interaction region. The randomness observed by Falk et al.' 9 ' 20 occurred at a NFS of 5, which produced a small volumetric overlap of the beams in the interaction region. Moyer et al.' 0 reported piston conjugation within A/15 to A/20 wave accuracy 100% of the time for a small NFS of 1.1 (i.e., for strong overlap of the beams), which suggests that randomness in the SBS beam combination is reduced as the beam overlap is increased. Figures 8 and 9 show that in the case of an intermediate NFS of 1.5-3.5 and a small value of FFS, 1-5% of the shots resulted in greater than A/30 piston conjugation error (>A/9 overall ghost-beam error). Possible causes of these shots with greater than A/30 piston error are jitter in the optical setup, reducing the overlap of the beams; breakdown in the SBS medium; or multimode laser pulses, which would degrade the SBS process (the latter two possibilities would account for only 1% of the bad shots at most, since the temporal profiles from shot to shot were carefully watched during the data-taking process).
B. Beam Coupling with Applied Aberrations
The objective of this experiment was to determine the effect of pump-beam aberrations on the beam overlap requirements for piston conjugation. An additional objective was to detect the presence of cross talk, in which the aberrations of one pump beam, by means of the acoustic grating, may imprint onto an unaberrated pump beam in the coupling process. We performed these tests by placing a thin deformed microscope slide into beam 1 (as identified in Fig. 2) at the aberrator plane shown in Fig. 1 . The aberrator plane was image relayed to the recording plane through both Mach-Zehnder interferometers. These tests were made with an f-number of 32, with each beam being 11-17 times threshold. Figure 10 shows the launched and the return MachZehnder interferograms of the aberrated beam 1 and the unaberrated beam 2. The corrected SBS return of the aberrated beam has a slightly reduced conjugation fidelity (approximately 0.10 rms waves) compared with that of the unaberrated return beam (<0.05 rms waves). Figure 11 shows the far-field intensity distributions, recorded by the CCD camera, of the launched and SBS return beams. The far field of the aberrated launched beam displays two distinct peaks. It is believed that the weaker peak is not well reflected because it is only slightly above threshold, and thus the phase information representing the discontinuity is not fully reconstructed, as is seen in the return interferogram, Fig. 10(b) . Data from the CCD camera showed that the far-field beam quality of the aberrated launched beam was 2.1 times the diffraction limit and that of the unaberrated launched beam was 1.1. The beam quality of the SBS-corrected return beam was 1.2, and that of the unaberrated return beam was 1.1. No evidence of transfer of the aberration from beam 2 to beam 1 was present.
Because of the degraded conjugation fidelity of the aberrated SBS return beam, the total nonrandom offset on the ghost beam was increased from A/11 to A/8, which consequently increases the total piston conjugation error from A/9 to A/7 (Table 1) . Hence, from our definition of good piston conjugation, ghost-beam results indicating at most A/30 piston error correspond to ghost-beam values of A/7 or less. Figure 12 wave-front-reversing interferometer is a more stringent test of piston conjugation, i.e., because of its less-precise method of data reduction, the Mach-Zehnder interferometer indicated a greater percentage of shots locked.
A significant result of this test is indicated by Fig. 12 as compared with the graphs of the unaberrated system ( Fig. 8) : aberrations increased the range of good beam coupling for both NFS and FFS, indicating that pointing tolerances are more relaxed for aberrated systems. For the smallest NFS the relaxation in the FFS tolerances should correspond to the increase in spot size caused by aberrations. Figure 12 shows a roughly twofold relaxation in the FFS tolerances, which is consistent with the approximate doubling of the far-field spot diameter shown in Fig. 11 .
C. Beam Coupling with Energy Balance Mismatch
The objective of this experiment was to determine the effect of unequal input beam powers on the ability of SBS to conjugate piston error. We varied the energy balance between the two beams entering the SBS cell by interchanging different partially reflective beam splitters for the wave-front-reversing interferometer (see Fig. 1 ); as a result, the sum of the two input beams' energies was a constant in these tests. These experiments were conducted with no aberrators, NFS = 1.5, and an f-number of 32. The results of these experiments, as determined from the ghost-beam diagnostics, are given in Fig. 13 . It was found that good piston conjugation could be achieved for large energy mismatches. As can be seen, the pistonconjugation region was maintained down to energy ratios 2.
1.
FAR-FELD SEPARATION
(a) The objective of this experiment was to determine whether the f-number or the Rayleigh range plays a role in the SBS beam combination process. The f-numbers tested were f/32, /80, and f/160, and we varied them by simply changing the lens that focused the two beams into the SBS cell. These tests were conducted with no aberrations and a NFS of 1.5, with each beam at 11-17 times threshold. The SBS threshold stayed approximately constant between f/32 and f/160, which is consistent with data taken by LeFebvre. 2 1 Figure 14 shows that good beam coupling was achieved between f/32 and f/l160, as indicated by the ghost-beam diagnostic. A slight falloff in coupling range at f/160 was considered to be attributable to the 30-cm-cell length's limiting the crossing region of the two beams. In other words, because for every spot diameter separation in the far field the beams will overlap two Rayleigh ranges (one Rayleigh range was approximately 5 cm) away from focus, the beams will overlap outside the focally centered cell for FFS! 2 2. The overall conclusion from these tests is that piston conjugation is nearly independent of f-number. of 0.15. The shift in the coupling region at a power ratio of 0.1 is believed to be a consequence of the fact that the weak beam is only two times the SBS threshold. Thus the weak beam experiences much less pump depletion and would display low reflectivity in the absence of the other pump beam. Since the reflectivity of both beams is high, it may be inferred that the weaker beam is aided by the acoustic grating established by the strong beam. Since the strong beam is approximately 40 times threshold, it tends to conjugate in front of focus.' 4 Thus the locking region moves upstream of focus for this condition. width. width.
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BROADBAND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Beam-combination data were collected by using a broadband (15-GHz) doubled Nd:YAG source. The broadband threshold was found to be approximately 15 kW, which is nearly twice the narrow-band threshold; this is consistent with data taken by LeFebvre.1 3 Reflectivities of up to 62% were measured at pump powers of 38 times the broadband threshold. These reflectivities are somewhat lower than those measured in narrow-band operation.
A. Beam Coupling
The experiment testing the dependence of beam coupling on FFS and NFS that was conducted at 100 MHz was repeated at 15 GHz. No applied aberrators were used, the f-number was 32, and each beam was 10-15 times the broadband threshold. Results for piston conjugation in the broadband regime, as determined by the ghost-beam diagnostics, are shown in Fig. 16 . Comparison with Fig. 8 (narrow-band coupling without aberrations) shows that alignment tolerances are tighter for broadband than for narrow-band operation. Coupling was lost for NFS's greater than 2.5 beam diameters. The locking range in the far field is also seen to be somewhat reduced. This reduction is to be expected, since the shortened coherence length reduces the SBS interaction region; the range of angles over which one may aim the two beams while maintaining overlap within the interaction region is correspondingly limited. 
FAR-EID SEPARATION
Piston conjugation versus f-number at 15-GHz band much as 500 for greater than 80% of the shots. With polarization mismatches of less than 450, the dominant projection of the polarization state of beam 2 is parallel to that of beam 1. It appears, then, that the correlation of the beams can be established. When the predominant polarization of beam 2 is orthogonal to that of beam 1, coupling is quickly lost because of the drop in the depth of interference that occurs between the two beams and a resultant decrease in the responsiveness of the acoustic field to the piston phase between the two beams. As can be seen, a substantial amount of polarization mismatch can be tolerated before piston conjugation between beams is degraded.
B. Beam Coupling withlf-Number Variation
Experiments to determine the dependence of beam coupling on f-number were also repeated in broadband operation. These tests were performed with a NFS of 1.5, with each beam at 10-15 times the broadband threshold. The f-numbers tested were 32, 80, and 160, and the results, as determined by the ghost-beam diagnostics, are shown in Fig. 17 . The trend is similar to that in narrow-band operation (Fig. 14) . Piston conjugation was found to be nearly independent of f-number. Although the overall locking range is narrow at 15 GHz, it is preserved between [/32 and f/80. The 30-cm cell used for the [/160 tests may not have been long enough for FFS's greater than ±2. Thus better coupling at f/160 may be achievable with a longer SBS cell.
CONCLUSIONS
SBS beam-combination experiments were conducted with a doubled Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm with band widths of 100 MHz and 15 GHz, pump powers to 40 times the SBS threshold, f-numbers from 32 to 160, varied polarization states, varied beam overlap in the SBS interaction region, with and without an aberrator, and varied energy ratios between beams. Good beam coupling was achieved for diffraction-limited pump beams with NFS's as large as ergy mismatches of as much as 10:1 when the weaker beam was at least twice the SBS threshold. Good beam coupling was achieved for a polarization mismatch between beams of up to 30°. FFS's out of the plane of crossing were limited to ±0.5 Airy diameter for good piston conjugation.
